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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this work, we are concerned with the stationary neutron transport 
Boltzmann equation (in its integral form) for slabs and spheres with finite 
reflectors. As is known, a very convenient simplification can be obtained in the 
case of a spherical core surrounded by a symmetrical reflector; indeed, if the 
total macroscopic cross-section is independent of position and the scattering 
is isotropic, then the determination of the spherically symmetrical neutron 
distribution in the system can be reduced to the study of a slab, whose half- 
thickness is equal to the radius of the sphere, with a reflector on each side of 
thickness equal to that surrounding the spherical core [3]. Under this assump- 
tion, we can study only the integral equation for the cast of the slab. 
We exploit the fact that the kernel of this integral equation is even, in 
order to simplify the general discussion. Among the other results, we note the 
continuous and monotonical dependence of the critical number of secondaries 
per collision in the core upon the parameters characterizing the geometrical 
and material properties of the system. Moreover, the neutron flux depends 
continuously on these parameters and the spatial coordinate. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let us consider an infinite homogeneous multiplying slab extending from 
z = --a to z = a (a > 0) with an homogeneous reflector on each side of 
thickness 6 (b > 0). Such a system is embedded in an infinite purely absorbing 
medium or in vacuum, so that no neutron may enter the reflectors 
from outside. The material properties of the system are characterized by 
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Z (Z > 0), the total macroscopic cross-section for all processes both in the 
core and in the reflectors (fission, scattering and absorption in the core; 
scattering and absorption in the reflectors) and by c (c > 1) and 
y  (0 < y  < l), the average number of secondaries per collision, respectively, 
in the core and in the reflectors. Neutron are supposed monoenergetic and 
scattering spherically symmetric in the L-system. 
In the stationary case and in the absence of external sources the total 
neutron flux N must satisfy the linear integral equation [3] 
where 
N(z) = ; J:“,-4, r(d) E(Z1 J x - z’ J) N(d) dz’, (1) 
w = Jy t-l exp( -tu) dt, u > 0, (2) 
is the exponential integral and 
T(Z) = c7 I if 1x1 da, Y9 if a<Ixj<a+b. 
By putting (Y = Za (a > 0), /I = 23 (/3 3 0), D = 01 + /3 (u > 0); s = a/u 
(0 < s ,< l), x = x/(a + b) and x’ = z’/(a + b) (-1 < x, x’ < 1) we 
rewrite Eq. (1) as follows. 
e> = B J-1 [P(X) PW l/2 uE(o 1 x - x’ I) 4(x’) dx’, 
where $(x) = p1j2(x) N(x) and where 
(3) 
We now introduce the Hilbert space H of the real valued functions defined 
and square integrable (in the Lebesgue sense) over the interval [-I, I] 
with the usual inner product (f, g) = s!, f(x) g(x) dx, f, g E H, and norm 
i/f/ = (f, f)‘j2. We then consider the linear integral operator T whose 
kernel is K(x, x’) = $[p(x) p(x’)] lj2 uE(u / x - x’ 1) defined in the square 
[- I, I] x [- 1, I]. More exactly, T is an operator valued function depending 
upon four parameters, namely u, S, y, c; hence, by putting? = (a, s, y, c) and 
P = (0, +CO) x (0, I] x (0, 1) x [I, +co) C R4, we shall write correctly 
T, , p E P, and also pD and K, . Moreover, if only one parameter is supposed 
to vary in its domain of definition (the other three being constant), instead of 
p, we shall indicate merely the parameter itself. 
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We establish some properties of T, which are true for any p E P. 
(i) The kernel K, is real, symmetric and square integrable. In fact, 
’ ss ’ -1 -1 K,*(x, x’) dx dx’ < $ III (r’_” 02E2(a j x - x’ 1) dxr) dx = 2c% In 2, cc 
since [I], 
s 




This condition shows that the linear operator T, is self-adjoint and compact 
[41* 
From a well-known theorem of Schmidt [4], since the kernel K, is 
unbounded (due to the behavior of the exponential integral E, see (2)) and 
since the eigenfunctions of T, are bounded (see Section 3), it follows that the 
operator T, is not degenerate. 
(ii) The operator T, is positive definite; this can be seen by a procedure 
due to Wing [5]. 
(iii) We may now state [4] that T, has a denumerable infinite set of 
positive eigenvalues forming a sequence Xi(p) > X,(p) > *.., converging to 
zero (but zero is not an eigenvalue). Every eigenvalue is of finite multiplicity 
and 
f  orthogonal to the first n - 1 eigenfunctions. 
(iv) Finally we observe that the kernel K, is positive in the square 
[--I, I] x [-I, l] and therefore, 
(TDf,f) < (TP If I ) I f  I), (8) 
i f f  E H takes values of opposite signs over sets of nonzero measure in [- 1, I]. 
We note that for any p E P, the kernel KD has the property 
K&v, x’) = K,(-x, -x’). 
Hence, the eigenfunctions of T, have definite parity. Thus we are led to 
consider two linear integral operators, S, and A, , whose kernels are 
[K&G 4 + K,(x, --x’)lP 
and 
[K&, x’) - K&G --s’)1/2, (5, x’) E [-I, I] x [-1, I]. 
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It is clear that T, = S, + A, . Let H, and H, be two complete subspaces 
of H, whose elements are the functions even and odd (almost everywhere), 
respectively. Then T,H, C H, and T,H,, C HO; moreover S,H, C H, and 
A,H,, C HO. We consider H, and HO to be the domains of S, and A, . For 
any p E P, the operators S, and A, are compact, self-adjoint, positive definite 
and not degenerate; the kernel of S, is positive [-1, l] x [- 1, 11, but the 
same is not true for A, because the exponential integral E is strictly decreasing 
in (0, +co); see (2). It follows that the eigenvalue problem of the operator T, 
in H is equivalent to the two eigenvalue problems of the operator S, in H, 
and of the operator A, in H,, [6]. 
We consider now a homogeneous spherical core of radius a whose material 
properties are characterized by Z and c, surrounded by an homogeneous 
symmetrical reflector of thickness b whose material properties are character- 
ized by Z and y. Neutrons are supposed monoenergetic and scattering 
spherically symmetric in the L-system; the system is embedded in an infinite 
purely absorbing medium or in vacuum, so that no neutron may enter the 
reflector from outside. 
In the stationary case and in the absence of external sources the integral 
transport equation becomes [3]: 
F(Z) [E(Z 1 x - z’ I) - E(.Z 1 x + x’ I)] Y(d) dz’, (9) 
where V(x) = zm(x), m being the total neutron distribution, and 
P(z) = cp I if O<Z<U, Y? if a<x<a+b. 
By defining Y(--Z) = -Y(x), ~(-.a) = f(z) and proceeding as in the case of 
the slab, we are led to consider the eigenvalue problem of the operator A, 
in H,, , p E P. This justifies the study of the operator T, only. 
3. THE FIRST Two EICENVALUES OF T, 
We prove the following. 
LEMMA 1. The eigenfunctions of T, , p E P, are of the type py2 times a 
continuous fz4?zdon in [--I, 11. 
This can be seen by the two following arguments. 
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(i) The operator T, maps H into its subspace of bounded function. 
Indeed, if f E H we have by Schwarz inequality and by using (6) 
(T,f >” (4 G llfll” J;l G2@, ~‘1 dx’ 
< /j f 112 [ tm &2(x, x’) dx’ < 1, f ]I2 c2u In 2. 
--cc 
(ii) The operator T, maps the subspace of bounded functions into 
that of functions of the type py times a continuous function in r-1, 11. 
Indeed, if f E H is bounded by &I > 0, we have from Eq. (3), 




u / E(o / x - x’ I) - E(o / x0 - x’ \)I dx’ ; 
-1 
and a simple direct estimation shows that 
s ’ / E(u 1 x - x’ I) - E(o 1 x0 - x’ I)/ dx’-+ 0 if x + ,320 .-1 
In the sequel, we also need the following. 
LEMMA 2. The jirst two eigenvalues of T, , p E P, are, respectively, the 
first of S, and the-first of A, and they are both simple. 
Indeed, if f  E H,, and ]]f]] = 1, then If j E H, and lllflll = 1. From 
inequality (8) we have 
&f,f) =(T,f,f) <CT, Ifl, IfI) =(S, Ifi, IfI>; 
this shows that max(T,f, f  ), /If/i = I, f~ H, is given by an element of H, , 
that is, /II(p) is the first eigenvalue of S, . From inequality (8) and Lemma 1, 
it follows that if +,,i is an eigenfunction corresponding to X,(p), necessarily 
it assumes values of the same sign in [-1, I]. But there is more than this; 
from Eq. (3) it is not difficult to see that+,,,(x) # 0 for any x E [- 1, I]. The 
proof that Al(p) is simple is now trivial. 
In order to prove that X,(p) is the first eigenvalue of A, , let &, E H, , 
I] c$, Ij = 1, be an eigenfunction corresponding to the second eigenvalue of 
S,; then (~$~,r , 4,) = 0, that is, 4, takes values of opposite signs over sets of 
nonzero measure. Hence from inequality (8) we get 
(%A 9 4,) = CT,+, 9 4,) < CT, I 4, I , I d, I)- 
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Now, let g, E H,, be the function such that g,(x) = 1 $Jx)j almost everywhere 
in [0, 11; g, has norm unity and from formula (7) we have 
But (T, 1 $,I , 14, I) = (A,g, , g,); that is, the first eigenvalue of A, is 
greater than the second one of S, . From this the result follows. 
Finally, let us note that if $,,a E H,, is an eigenfunction corresponding to 
h,(p), necessarily we have &s(x) # 0 f  or any x E (0, 11. The proof that X,(p) 
is simple is now trivial. 
Now we state the following. 
THEOREM 1. The operator valued functton T, is continuous in P, namely if 
p’ +p then I] T,, - T, II --+ 0. 
The proof follows from four relations which we obtain by using the well- 
known inequality 
Starting from cr, u’ E (0, +co), we have 
II Tc, - To /I2 
< 4 J‘_’ J‘_’ {o’E(o’ / x - x’ I) - uE(u 1 x - x’ I)}” dx dx’ 
11 
< ; ( j-; d2E2(u 1 x - x’ I) dx dx’ + f  j; 1: 02E2(u / x - x’ 1) dx dx’ 
11 11 
u2E2(u’ 1 x - x’ I) dx dx’, if (5 < u’, 
uf2E2(u [ x - x’ I) dx dx’, if 0’ < u, 
because the exponential integral E is a decreasing function. But 
’ I’s l E2(u 1 x - x’ I) dx dx’ -1 -1 
is a continuous function of u in (0, + 03) ( as it may be seen by approximating 
the exponential integral with a sequence of continuous functions) and hence, if 
U’ --f U, then II T,, - T,, I/ + 0 uniformly with respect to 
(S> Y9 4 E (0, II x (0, I) x [I, 21, c> 1. 
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For S, S’ E (0, I], by recalling the definition (4) and by extending integrals 
over [-I, l] to integrals over (-03, $ co) and by making use of formula (6), 
we get 
Hence, if s’ -+ s, then jl T,# - T, II--+ 0 uniformly with respect to 
(u,y,c)~(O,6] x (0, 1) x [La a > 0. 
For y, y’ E (0, l), we obtain, in a similar manner, 
11 T,,t - T, II2 < 2uc In 2 1 y’ - y  j; 
hence, if y’ -+ y, then jl T,, - T, j/ -+ 0 uniformly with respect to 
(a, s, c) E (0,6] x (0, I] x [I, c]. 
Finally, also for c, c’ E [I, + co) it is easily seen that 
Ij T,, - T, ]I2 < u In 2(c + c’) ] c’ - c I , 
and hence, if c’ -+ c, then jj T,, - T, /I + 0 uniformly with respect to 
(a, s, y) E (O,cq x (0, I] x (0, 1). 
The continuity of T, in P follows by taking into account these results. 
Now, let 
since (a,/% Y, 4 -+ (a + B, da + B), Y, c is a continuous function from Q > 
into P, it follows that the operator valued function T, is continuous in Q. 
The well-known inequality 
I h(a’) - Uq)l G II T,, - T, !I > i> 1, 
assures us that the eigenvalues are continuous functions in Q, i 3 1. 
We now proceed to show that the first two eigenvalues h,(q), i = 1,2, are 
also strictly increasing functions in each variable OL, /?, y  and c. 
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Let +,,r E H, and $,,s E H,, be, respectively, the first two eigenfunctions of 
T, , 4 E Q, normalized to unity and such that $,,i(x) > 0 in (0, 11, i = 1,2. 
We begin by writing (disregarding the index i = 1,2) 
(CT,, - TJ +a 2 AJ 
= I‘s B :l : {b&4 Psw>11’2 o’E(o’ 1 x - x’ I) - [ps(x) ps(x’)]1/2 
x aE(a ) x - x’ I))&(x) &(x’) dx dx’ 
=& 
SJ‘ 
_: : [f$(X) p&‘)]‘/2 (u’E(u’ 1 x - x’ I) - uqu 1 x - x’ I)} 
x A&> +a@‘) dx dx’ 
x y&(x) &(x’) dx dx’. 
Following the already mentioned procedure of Wing [5], the first term in 
Eq. (10) can be written as 
’ % JS ’ [ps,(x) ps~(x’)]‘~” {u’E(u’ 1 x - x’ I) - &(a 1 x - x’ I)}~a(x)~a(x’) dx dx’ -1 -1 
1 Yzez- 
I I 
+m tan-l(u/u’) _ tan-l(u/a) 
2rr --m u/o’ UIU 
X 1 j:l p:!“(x) exp(iux) &(x) dx 1’ du; 
but tan-i u/u is a strictly decreasing function in [0, + co) and since from 
a’ > Q it follows that (r’ > u, this term is surely >O. If i = 1, also the second 
term in Eq. (10) is >0 since from CI’ > 01 it follows that s’ > s and hence 
[pS(x) p8,(x’)]1/2 - [pS(x) pS(x’)]l/z > 0 in [- 1, l] x [- 1, 11, see definition (4). 
On the other hand, if i = 2 we have 
l -& II 1 {b&) w(x’W” - h(x) /GW2) UJYU I x - x’ I) da(~) 4&J) dx dx’ -1 -1 
-sI - o1 ,’ UPS+4 fsWll’” - b&4 fswl”2~ 
x u[E(o 1 x - x’ I) - E(o I x + x’ I)] $&x)&(x’) dx dx’, 
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and since the exponential integral E is strictly decreasing, also in this case the 
term in question is >O. From formula (7) we may now conclude that 
G’) 3 (T,+n.i 9 h,i) > (Td0l.i 3 h> = u47 fori= 1,2. 
We now prove that if ,Y > p then A@‘) > X,(/3), i = 1, 2. Let us consider 
the case i = 1 (if i = 2 the proof is essentially the same); by putting 
(0, 
f(X) = ((~‘/a)~/~ ~s(cr’x/u), 
if u/o’ < 1 3 / < I, 
if I 32 I < a/u’, 
f  is normalized to unity and it is easily seen that 
x ~a(u’x’/u) dx dx’ 
= (~A3 Y da) = W). 
But we know that h&3’) is simple and &(x) > 0 in [- 1, 11; on the other 
hand, f(x) = 0 in a subset of [-I, l] o measure #O and hence formula (7) f  
tell us that necessarily Ai > h&3). 
Coming now to the third parameter y, let us consider the case i = 1; 
by recalling definition (4) we get 
[ 
py’ x 
( ) p,,,(~‘)]l/~ E(u ( x - x’ I)&(x) &(x’) dx dx’ 
= cu is ’ ’ {E(u I x - x’ I) + E(u Ix + x’ I)$ A(x) 4&‘) dx dx’ 0 0 
+ 2(cy’)1’2 u Li l a. {E(u I x - x’ I) + E(u I x + x’ l)>4&>4,(x’) dx dx’ s 0 
+ $a j's' {E(u I x - x' I) + E(u I x + x' I)> A@> +y(x'> dx dx' 
s .s 
if y’ > y. From (7) it follows hence that X,(y’) > Al(r). I f  i = 2, the only 
difference is that we must write (E(u / x - x’ 1) - E(u 1 x + x’ 1)) where is 
{E(o / x - x’ I) + E(u I x + x’ I)}; since the exponential integral E is decreas- 
ing, the result follows. 
For the parameter c, the procedure is the same as for y. Thus we state 
the following. 
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THEOREM 2. The etgenvalues Ai( i = 1, 2, 3,..., of the operator T, are 
continuous functions in Q. Moreover, the first two ezgenvalues X,(q), i = 1, 2, 
are strictly increasing functions in each variable CL, j?, y, c. 
4. THE ORIGINAL PROBLEM FOR THE SLAB AND THE SPHERE 
We are now in position to investigate the original equations (1) and (9). 
To this aim, we must study the equations hi(q) = 1, q E $3, i = 1,2; as usual, 
let +,,i E H, and $,,a E H,, be, respectively, the first two eigenfunctions of T, , 
q E Q, normalized to unity and such that +,,Jx) > 0 in (0, 11. 
The results are summarized in the following. 
THEOREM 3. Let M = (0, +a) x (0, +w) x (0, 1) [we now consider 
only the values j3 > 0, because Q /3 = 0 the eigenvalues hi(q), i = 1, 2, are 
independent of y  E (0, I), as it easily follows from definition (4)]; 
(i) For any p EM there is one and only one critical value c&) > 1 in 
the core and one and only one neutron j?ux N, in the plane system such that 
// N, 11 = 1, N,(x) > 0 in [-1, 11, N, being an even continuous function in 
L-1, II. 
(ii) For any p E M there is one and only one critical value c*(p) > 1 in the 
core and one and only one neutron flux $, in the spherical system such that 
II+, I/ =: 1 in [0, 11, #U(x) > 0 in (0, 11, G,(O) = 0, 4, being a continuous 
function in [0, 11. 
(iii) The functions cs and c, are continuous in M and strictly decreasing in 
each variable 01, p, y; moreover we have c,@) > c&), p E M (this fact has an 
obvious physical interpretation). 
WeprovethattheequationsAi(q)=1,i==1,2,qE$=M~ [l,+c~)cQ 
give one and only one value of c > 1 for any p E M. We consider the case 
i = I (for i = 2 the proof is analogous, but for few modifications) and dis- 
regard the index. Let 01, p, y be given; if c = 1 we have 
uE(o I x - x’ I) f (x)f(x’) dx dx’] < 1, 
(see [2]). Hence there exists at least a value c, > I such that h(or, fl, y, ci) < 1. 
Writing explicitly the expression for (T& , $G1), it is easily seen that 
(T,& , &,) + + co for c + + co; a fortiort 
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The monotony and the continuity of X with respect to c assure the existence 
of one and only one value of cs > 1 such that h(a, & y, cs) = 1. 
From the monotony and the continuity of the functions hi , i = 1,2, it 
also follows that cs and cA , the functions implicitly defined by A&) = 1, are 
continuous functions with respect to p E M and are strictly decreasing in 
each variable CY, /3, y; moreover, C&L) > C&L) for p E M as a consequence of 
X,(g) < X,(g). The remaining assertions are consequences of the properties 
of the eigenfunctions of the operator T, . 
We give now three properties of cs and cA also obvious from a physical 
point of view. 
THEOREM 4. 
(i) lim a++m Ci(% /Q, y) = 1, i = s, 4 P f+ (0, +a), Y E (0, 1). 
(ii) lim,,,+ cd@, P, 7) = + a, 2. = s, A, p E(O, +a), rep, 1). 
(iii) limB+.+m Q(OL, /3, r) > 1, i = S, A, 01 E (0, +a), y E (0, 1). 
Result (i) follows since 1 < C~(OI, /3, y) < cA(a, p, y) < c~(o, 0, r). The 
last, as we know, is independent of y  and is nothing but the critical value of a 
sphere of radius 01 without reflector: it is known that lima++- C~(OI, 0, y) = 1 
[2]. The result is valid also for cs . 
The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are given for cs and are sufficient to get the same 
results for c, . From Eqs. (1) and (4) we have 
N,(x) = +[c&L) - r] u j;s E(u j x - x’ I) N&c’) dx’ 
+ &cr j:l E(u / x - x’ I) IV+‘) dx’ 




But lim,,,+ C~(CX, f3, r) exists and 
lim 4 
a-30+ 
lo E(j u I) du = &y I” E(I u I) du < 1 
* --. -a 
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since [I] 
-4 s LmE(I*~)du=l; (14 --m 
it follows necessarily lim n-o+ c&, P, r) = +a B E (0, +=)>I Y E (0, 1). 
Finally, we know that lim 4++o, C~(OI, p, y) exists and is surely >l. It must 
be # 1, otherwise from (11) it would follow 
which is not true since the right-hand member is a number <I (see (12)). 
5. CONTINUITY OF THE NEUTRON FLUX ON (a,/I,r,x) 
For sake of simplicity, we consider only the neutron flux N, , p E M, in the 
slab. The proof and the results for the neutron flux h, p EM, in the sphere 
are the same. We wish to establish this simple and significant theorem. 
THEOREM 5. The neutron J%X N,,(x) is a continuous function in 
M x [-l,l]. 
We need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Let qS, (we omit the index 1) be the eigenfunction (uniquely 
determined) of the operator T, corresponding to the first eigenvalue X(q), q E 8, 
such that \I$, [j = 1 and +(x) > 0 for XE [-1, 11. 1j q’+ q, then 
4,,(x) + (bn(x) un;formly with respect to x E [-1, I]. 
We prove as a preliminary that if q’ ---f q then Ij $,, - 4, Ij + 0. For this, 
let (qJ be a sequence in g converging to q; we have 
I(Tp& 9 A,) - WI G NV’, - T,,,)An > +o,Jl + I W - &z)l 
< I! T, - T,,, II + I Q) - Yq,)l G 2 II T, - Tqn II 9 
but T, is continuous in g and hence (T,&n, $,,> -+ X(q) if n---f CO. From 
this, since T, is a compact and selfadjoint operator and, on the other hand, 
there is only one eigenfunction 4, corresponding to X(q) that satisfies the 
two conditions of the lemma, it follows at once that $gfi -+ #J, if n --+ cg. The 
sequence (q,J is arbitrary, hence the result foIIows. 
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[&f(x) fl*‘(X’)]l/2 E(o’ j x - x’ I) (&(x’) - &(x’)j 
-1 
. dx’ + ; [h-l($) - X-l(q)] 
X 
.r ;l [p,,(x) pa++)]1’2 E(O) I x - x’ 1) 4*(x’) dx’ + &1(q) 
X 
s l UP&) PP’WI 112 a’E(u’ 1 x - x’ I) -1 
- [/.I&x) ,o&x’)]~/~ uE(u 1 x - x’ I)} &(x’) dx’. (13) 
By making use of the Schwarz inequality and of definition (4) and (6), we get 
that the first term in (13) is bounded by c’h-r(q’) (u’ In 2)1/2 /I $,, - #J, I/ 
Likewise we get that the second term is bounded by 
c’ I A-l(q’) - X-l(q)1 (0’ In 2)1/2. 
Moreover it is easily seen that the third term is bounded by 
h-l(p) In ~{u’c’~ + uc2 - 2cc’ min(u, a’)}. 
From the preceding inequalities and the preliminary proof, since h(q) is also 
a continuous function in g, the proof of the lemma is easily achieved. 
So far we worked with 4, normalized to unity, so that c$,&“” is not normal- 
ized to unity. This function is just N, , p E M and 4 = (p, es(p)) E g. In 
order to get 11 N, j[ = 1, we consider the function 6, = t,$, , 4 ES, where 
ta = l(;+,e(x) ,o;“~(x) dx/-1’2 
so that 
II N, II = II$w;~‘~ II = 1. 
LEMMA 4. If q’ -+ q then II& - &, Ij -+ 0. 
As I& -&II G kII& - 4, II + I tg, - t, I II +a II , we need that t,, - t, 
for 4’ -+ q. We prove that t;” --t ta2. Indeed 
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but we know that j] pi! - ppl // -+ 0 if 4’ + 4 (see (4)), and jl $J,“, - $,” II+ 0 
since+Jx) - +,(x) -+ 0 uniformly with respect to x E [- 1, l] (see Lemma 3), 
and c$, is bounded, hence we say that t;? + ta2 for q’ -+ q. 
LEMMA 5. If p’-f p then I/ N,, - N, /I -0. 
Here the neutron flux N, is such that [j NW Ij = 1, p E AI, and N,(x) > 0 
for XE [-1, 11. 
The result follows by writing 
II NLL, - NW II2 
= s’ )&$(x) - $&)I” p,;‘(x) dx + 1’ $q(x) I g2(x) - p;1’2(X)12 dx 
-1 -1 
+ 2 j-’ [&, - $&>I [~;?‘~(4 - P,~‘“(x)I&~ ~it’~ (4 dx. 
-1 
Because q’ = (P’, c&4), q = (P, c&4), d, q E Q and CL’, P E M if P’ + CL 
then q’ --+ q (since cs is continuous in M) and so the first term converges to 
zero since p;’ is bounded in a neighborhood of q and we know that 
II&i -8,ll-0 (see L emma 4). The second term converges to zero since 
$Q is bounded and !I p~?‘~ - p;1’2 j/ -+ 0. Also the third term converges to zero 
owing to what we have just said and to the use of Schwarz inequality. 
Now we can prove Theorem 5. The neutron flux N, satisfies the equation 
(see (1) and (3)), 
N,(x) = 4 I;, pg(x’) uE(a 1 x - x’ I) N&x’) dx’. 
Therefore, 
- -* 1’ pa,(x’) u’E(u’ I x - x’ I) [Nu,(x’) - Nu(x’)] dx’ 
-1 
+ j- 1-1 [p&c’) - p,(d)] u’E(u’ I x - x’ I) NJx’) dx’ 
+ 4 y1 P&‘) b’E(u’ I x - x’ I) - uE(a 1 x - x’ I)] Nu(x’) dx’. 
By the Schwarz inequality and the continuity of N,(x) with respect to x (see 
Lemma l), and (6), 
< C&L’) (u’ In 2)1/2 I/ N,* - N, I/ 
+ (0’ ln W2 II ,W - pg II z~f~l, I N&)l + CS(CL) (I 0’ - 0 I In 2Y2, 
4’ = WI &‘)h 4 = (P7 4cL))* 
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Hence if p’ - p then N,(x) -+ N,(x) uniformly with respect to s E [-- I, I]. 
Because c&) is continuous in M if q’ --f p then jj po’ - pa 1: ---f 0 (see (4)). 
Also 11 NW, - N,, I/ --t 0 ‘f I p’ -p. From this, since N, is also a continuous 
function of x in [- 1, 11, it follows that N,(x) is continuous in M x [- 1, I]. 
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